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Abstract:
This thesis presents an investigation of negative resistance characteristics obtained from a circuit
employing a pentode tube. Sources of negative resistance which are useful in communication circuits
were described by Herold and others1,2,3,4. Some of them are: arc discharge, the dynatron, retarding
field type of negative resistance, a space charge grid tube which operates with temperature limited
cathode, the split anode magnetron and a low gas pressure triode, Thus, undoubtedly, there has been
considerable research along this line but to the author’s knowledge no work of investigational nature
has been done on a circuit employing only a pentode tube.

The negative resistance obtained from pentode tubes does not depend on secondary emission and so the
device does not have the disadvantages inherent with the dynatron mode of operation. It is found that
the negative resistance obtained can be varied by: 1. Changing the amplitude of oscillation.

2. Varying the screen grid voltage.

3. Varying the control grid voltage.

4. Varying the suppressor grid voltage.

Analytical analysis has been done to derive the conditions required for a parallel tuned circuit to
oscillate when connected in parallel with a negative resistance.
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August (1948); 4. F. E. Terman, W. R. Hewlett, R. R. Buss, and F. C. Cahill, "Some Applications of
Negative Feedlock with Particular Reference to Laboratory Equipment", Proc. I. R. E., vol. 27, pp.
649-655; October (1939). 
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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents an investigation of negative resistance charac
teristics obtained from a circuit employing a pentode tube. Sources of 
negative resistance which are useful in communication circuits were des
cribed by Herold and others^^zgOgh, Some of .them ares : arc discharge^. 
the dynatrons retarding field type of negative resistance, a space charge 
grid tube which operates with temperature limited cathode, the split anode 
magnetron and a low gas pressure triode, Thus, undoubtedly, there has 
been considerable research along this line but to the author’s knowledge 
no work of investigational nature has been done on a circuit employing 
only a pentode tube.

The negative resistance obtained from pentode tubes does not depend 
on secondary emission and so the device does not have the disadvantages 
inherent with the dynatron mode of operation. It is found that the 
negative resistance obtained can be varied by:

1. Changing the amplitude of oscillation.
2. Varying the screen grid voltage.
3. Varying the control grid voltage.
U, Varying the suppressor grid voltage.

Analytical analysis has been done to derive the conditions required 
for a parallel tuned circuit to Oscillate when connected in parallel with 
a negative resistance;

I; E» W, Herold, "Negative Resistance and Devices for Obtaining it", Proc.
I. R. E., vol, 23, p p . 1201-12235 October (1935).

2. G« Brunette, "The Transitron Oscillator", Proc. I, R. E., vol. 27, 
p p . 88-9lt5 February (1939).

3, P. 0. Sulzer, "Cathode-Coupled Negative-Resistance Circuit", Froci 
I. R. E., vol, 36, pp. 1031-10395 August (1918);

I. F. E. Terman, W. R= Hewlett, R. R. Buss, and F» C, Cahill, "Some Appli
cations of Negative Feedlock with Particular Reference to Laboratory 
Equipment", Proe. I. R, E,,.vol. 27, pp. 619-6551 October (1939);



INTRODUCTION

In literature dealing VJith electronic circuits a number of abbrevia

tion?) and symbols are used which are common to the technical man. Accepted 

abbreviations3 such as ops for cycles per Second9 used in ,radio engineering 
will be assumed well known to the reader* The list of symbols used in this 

thesis for vacuum tube voltages is included for the convenience of the 

reader.

A positive resistance is defined by Ohm's law as the constant of
-

proportionality between, the voltage across.- and current flowing through 

that resistance. According to Joule's Iaw9 energy..will be dissipated in 
resistance R at the rate of P5 where P * I2R.. Similarly* a negative resis
tance is defined so that Ohm's law still holds, for voltage and current 

will still be proportional to each other but with the difference that nega

tive resistance will generate energy in the circuit at the rate of I2R. 
Obviously, if any device is to show a negative resistance characteristic* 

it must contain a source of power, Such as a battery5 and means of control
ling that power source so that Ohm's law will hold. Since in any practical 

case a source of power is limited, the negative resistance characteristic 

shown by different devices is always in a limited range®

One cause of negative resistance in high vacuum tubes is Secondary 

emission? for example, dynatron operation. But the.main disadvantage of 

this type of device is from its dependence upon secondary emission which 

changes-with use of the tube. Also large differences in negative resis

tance may be observed in the individual tubes pf the same type.



These objectionable features have been avoided by using a pentode*

The negative resistance characteristic is obtained by using a circuit in 

which a change in screen grid voltage is accompanied by an equal-change of 

suppressor grid voltage i n  the same direction^ A' negative voltage applied 

to the suppressor grid of the pentode tube repels the electrons that have 

passed through the screen grid and thus causes some of them to return to 

the screen grid* Over a certain range* a positive increment of suppressor 

grid voltage (a decrease of negative voltage) allows more electrons to go 

to the plate thus ■ decreasing the screen grid current* Under proper opera

ting conditions' .the ■ screen grid•current•decreases-with a positive increment 

of suppressor.grid voltage even when the screen grid voltage is given an 

equal increment* .
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SYMBOLS f o r  e l e c t r o d e  v o l t a g e s

Plate supply voltage 

Control grid supply voltage 

Screen grid supply voltage 

Suppressor grid supply voltage

Instantaneous value of alternating component of Screen grid 
; voltage •

Instantaneous value of alternating component of suppressor grid 
voltage. .

Effective value of alternating component of screen grid voltage

Effective value of alternating component of suppressor grid 
voltage :.

Crest value of sinusoidal component of screen grid:voltage

CreSt value of sinusoidal component of suppressor grid voltage-

instantaneous total screen grid voltage

Instantaneous total suppressor grid voltage

Total (doCo) voltage of suppressor grid with-respect to cathode

eCCI

e cc2
e cc3

E,'S3

'"gam
■ E,g3m
e,
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GEKEEAt THEORY AMD OPERATION

The negative resistance is obtained from the circuit^ shorn in Pig. I. 

The circuit elements and R^ are made large enough so that a change in 

screen grid voltage .Eeog is accompanied b y  an . equal change in suppressor . 

grid voltage. Bcĉ 8 .The value of negative resistance obtained from the. cir

cuit depends on d,e„ voltages applied to the different electrodes and also 

upon the amplitude of alternating voltage applied between the terminals AB= 

The alternating voltage superimposed on the d«c» potential Eecg applied to 

the- Screen grid changes the total instantaneous, voltages eeg and e in 

the same direction.- The d.c. potential' Supplied to the'suppressor 

grid is such that a positive increment in this voltage is accompanied by 

an equal increment in screen grid voltage/ There results a decrease in 

Screen grid current and vice versa.

Iffl for instance A the operating voltage Eoĉ 9 Eocg and- E ^  are O9 100 
and -11 Volts9 respectively9 then a 6 volts increase in e_0 to 106 volts 
xvill be accompanied by 6 volts increase of to »5 -volts. From Pig. g 

it is found that this produces a change In screen grid current from 17.5 

miliiamperee to 16.2 milliamperes. Thus an increase in screen grid voltage, 

has resulted in decrease in Screen grid current.

5». Fe Be Terman9 "Radio Engineers Handbook"9 McGraw-Hill Book Co., Ince9 
New Iork9 IPitf9 p. 318.
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CONDITIONS FOR OSOILUTIOH

The following analytical analysis shows that sustained'oscillations 

may be set up under certain conditions when an antiresonant circuit 

(parallel tuned circuit) is connected in parallel with a negative resis

tance device as in Fig0 h(a). The equivalent circuit is, shown in Fig0 h(b).
, Let the current through the inductance arm be denoted by %, and 

through the capacity arm by Iq 0 Then

1 I 6 * 1L8  ^ e

1O ■ 0 af

' ° + 3 #

= G l ^ l L t G R g t 1

The current passing through the resistance r is the sum of the currents 

%  and Iq ,■ ■' Therefore s

(ijL * in) r = -e

By KirchoffrS Emf law the algebraic Sum of instantaneous'values of . 

the applied Sinf1S and potential drops around a closed loop is aero* 

Therefore2

L I F 1 * 1Lr  -5" (iL ic) r = O

. o r .. j -  ̂  * e  * ( % ■ * : *

Division throughout by 'CLr yields s ' ' ’

dt^ 5 ^ (§ ^ & )  ^  * Ic ^ 1): 1L ” e

• ■ . W f  ', Ii -'

I ' '' '
v :
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The above differential equation has the solution of damped oscil

latory motion if the algebraic equation has complex roots0

The damping factor is Q"*iKB * .' " Cr
t .

If the damping factor i6 aero, the differential equation m i l  have 

a solution representing undamped oscillatory motion. This requires

or r * «
CR

The equation is now reduced to

[d2 * Ec (1 ^ 1 ^J iL ° 0
This algebraic equation will have pure imaginary roots if

but r = - so that the damping factor is aero. Therefore, 

CR^ + 1 / 0

or I ? 1

CR /  R

Thus the tuned circuit connected across the negative resistance will 

oscillate if

and k- y' R CR
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The solution of the above differential equation is 

^  = A sin (wt + )

where A is a constant

W =  / l o  ( | + I) ‘ / t o  - I ?

This is recognized to be the expression for resonant frequency 

determined by the constants of the tuned circuit only.
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EXPER2MEMTAL SETUP

Experimental investigations were undertaken to study the stability of 

the circuit., to determine the values of negative resistance that can be 

obtained, and the various means of controlling it.

In most pentode tubes the suppressor grid is internally connected to 

the cathode* but in order to use the tube in circuit I all the grids need 

to have separate connections. Secondly, the voltage applied to the Screen 

grid is higher, than the plate voltage. This requires that screen grid be 

capable of dissipating a relatively large amount of power. These require

ments led to the selection of the transmitting tube type '837'°
In order that a change in screen grid voltage be accompanied by a 

practically equal change in suppressor grid voltage, the voltage dividing 

action of and 0% must be prevented. This requires that the resistance 

R1 must be very much greater than the reactance of C1 at the frequency of 
operation.

As the reactance of G1 is very low, the resistance R1 is effectively 
in parallel with the negative resistance. Therefore, the resistance R1 

must be much greater than the expected value of negative resistance so that 

it does not introduce appreciable error in negative resistance measurements.

The values of R1 and C1 used in the circuit were I megohm and 1/tF, 
respectively.

■When the parallel tuned circuit was connected as shown in Fig6 U and 

the voltages adjusted so that the tube had a negative resistance charac

teristic, sustained oscillations were set up in the tuned circuit. The
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capacity across the tuned circuit was varied,,: but the circuit, was still 

found oscillating at a slightly different amplitude and different frequency 

determined by the values of capacity and inductance. It was noticed that 

the oscillations in the tuned circuit were set up ,in quite a wide range of 

frequencies by varying the capacity.

The waveshape of voltage across the tuned circuit was almost sinusoi

dal when the waveshape of the screen grid current was found to be distorted. 

The one obvious reason for distortion-present in screen grid current is 

non-linearity of negative resistance. The distortion in screen grid Cur

rent was found to increase when the amplitude of oscillatory voltage was 

more than the d.c. voltage applied to the-suppressor grid. This is

caused by the suppressor grid current which flows in pulses when the 

suppressor■ grid is driven'Tpositive with respect to the cathode. But the. 

distortion present in the current has very little effect upon the. wave

shape of voltage across the tuned circuit because the impedance offered 

by the antiresonant circuit to the current at resonant frequency is much 

higher than its impedance to the current* of harmonic, frequencies,. Thisjy 

Of course,, depends also on the Q  of the tuned circuit.

Different coils were tried in the tuned circuit. With one of the 

coils, very low frequency non-sinusoidal oscillations were noticed to be 

present in addition to oscillations of frequency determined by the induc

tance', capacity and resistance of the tuned circuit. The amplitude of 

these very low frequency non-sinusoidal oscillations was small, but its 

frequency and amplitude were found to vary with variation in R1.. and G1 .



Alsoa these low frequency oscillations did not exist with certain values 

of and C1 but existed'with others* ■ Hence5 it was concluded'that • this 
was because of- triggering action that may start due,to the negative slope 

of the-screen grid current-voltage characteristic.

The circuit may be prevented from becoming a trigger circuit if the 

Operating voltages and values; of E1 and G1 are properly chosen. The value 

of capacity C1 was reduced in the, - experimental.setup from I j / F  to O * 2 $ J t F  

The value of capacity G1 should not be made-so'Smdll that its reactance 
at the .frequency o f  operation is not,negligible in comparison with resis
tance R1 . • • ' " ■ ■ ■ . •

The triggering action of R1 and G1 can also be avoided if circuit I 
is changed to circuit II, Pig* -!?.- ; Theoretically^ both the circuits should 

have the. .same, negative resistance characteristic:if the d.c. voltages • 

applied to the different, electrodes are the same* '• In using- these circuits 

they have been found to yield considerably different values of negative, 

resistance for the reasons that, will be.explained- later. .
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NEGATIVE E E S i m N O E  MBASOEEMENTS ■

The negative resistance bridge is described in the Appendix. At 

balance the negative resistance is given by -

En *= Rs

In Fig. 65 the negative resistance bridge is shown inserted in circuit 
I. This circuit of Fig. 6 is the equivalent'of the Van der Pole relaxation 
oscillator® shown in Fig. 7. As described by Van der Pole and othersg the 

circuit functions because of the negative slope of the screen grid voltage*- 

current characteristic. One of the requirements Of the Van der Pole 

oscillator is that the screen grid circuit resistance Fig. 7S be high; 

of the order of 85000 ohms.
Therefore to prevent the circuit of Fig. 6 from acting as a relaxation 

oscillator* the value of resistance (Eg * Eg) must be made as low as pos

sible. This can be done if the ratio Eg * %% is made large by making Ro
• ' R3 J

small. The values of resistances Eg and used in the experiment were

500 and 10 ohms, respectively.
For measuring negative resistance obtained from circuit I., the Signal 

frequency supplied by the audio oscillator must be high enough so that 

screen grid voltage changes are accompanied by equal suppressor grid volt

age changes; i.e.5 the reactance of the condenser G-j. at the operating 
frequency is negligible compared to the resistance

6. H e J. Reichg "Theory and Applications of Electron Tubeslr9 McGraw-Hill 
Book Co.* Inc.«, N e w Terk9-., 1939® p. 356.
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.In making measurements Qn circuit II3 the frequency employed does not
matter because-there is no- condenser in the circuit* In the experiment

a IOOO cps signal was employed for taking measurements on both circuits»

Difficulties were - encountered in balancing the bridge. As. explained

in the Appendix# at balance the voltage drops across R0 and are equal.

As described previously# when is more than#.or equal to Ec0̂ 3 the
suppressor grid current flows in pulses. The d.c. component o f .suppressor

, -
grid current flows through but a.c. components flow through the low- 

impedance path, of - , R0 - and R g . Thus there is a non-sinusoidal voltage 

drop across R0 due to these current pulses. On the other hand# the voltage . 

developed across R^ has .a pure .sine wave form as the-current flowing : 

through it is supplied by the .audio oscillator^ , .

To balance the bridge-properly it was necessary to filter out the 

harmonics appearing in the voltage across-R0 . In the experiment a one. to
j - '

one audio frequency transformer was-connected as shown in Fig. 6. The 

secondary of this transformer was connected to a filter circuit to remove 

the second and higher order harmonics and then a vacuum tube■voltmeter was 

used as a detector. Still it was found that better balance could be ob

tained when the amplitude of alternating voltage was.low than when it was 

high*

When the bridge is connected to circuit II# the suppressor grid current 

still .flows when Bggm is greater than or equal to The. difference.-in

this ease is that both the d.o. and a.c. components of current follow the 

same path of R q and Rg to the cathode «■ *



The resistances employed .in', the: bridge circuit must be pure resistances 

for obtaining good,balance. But as there is always some inductance 

associated with the. resistances, a perfect balance can never be obtained«



' ' • E F l W  OF AMPLITUDE OS SE GA TI VE EESISTASGE . ■

It has already■been. GIecussed-thnt when a .timed circuit was connected 

across the negative, resistance device, the variation in capacity of the • 

tuned circuit was accompanied by changes in amplitude and frequency of 

oscillation. The■change in frequency is due. to &■ change- in the circuit ■ 

components of the tuned,circuit. The change in -amplitude results from the 

change in of the tuned circuit as Q is varied, and the new amplitude 

is such that the negative resistance across the tuned circuit becomes 

equal- to the new value- of K 6 From this reasoning- it was concluded' that 

b y  keeping ECGi-? E ccg-, and Ebb constant, E^g could be varied to vary ■ 

the negative resistance obtained from the circuit. 'The data thus obtained 

using circuits -1 and II has been' plotted in F i g s 8, 9,. IQ and 11.

The general shape of Hn (negative resistance) versus E curves of '
62

Figs .''Qj - P, 16 arid 11 are "the': SamS but ’ the values of negative resistance 
obtained are different. ' , : i

In circuit I the d^c. component Of the suppressor grid current flows 

through thus asking greater than B ^ '  % e  voltmeter is connected 

as Shovm in Pig.'6,- Thus the reading of the voltmeter does riot take into 

consideration the voltage drop across resistance due to this suppressor 

grid current. ,Therefore, Ec^ changes with the amplitude of a.c* voltage.

In circuit XI, a voltmeter Is connected between suppressor grid and 

cathode and therefore.the reading of the voltmeter in this case takes into 

account'the'd.o. voltage drop across E g .arid-due tp the suppressor grid 

current. ThuS in' this circuit Bcy  i s 'constant.
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. The shape of the curves in Figs# 8, 9? 10 and 11 is such that when 
the negative resistance reaches higher values^ the curves are practically 

parallel to.the ordinate,; This shows, that if a tuhed circuit is connected 

across the negative resistance, the amplitude of oscillations will change 

very little in the range when ™  is. higher than about ItO »000, . .

A close examination'of Figs, S3 93 10 and 11 reveals that higher, 
values of negative resistance are obtained at comparatively lower ampli

tudes from circuit I than those" from circuit H .  As for example when

Sbby 0Ccx5 0CCg5 and ^gg are TOOs -ll, and 19 volts, respec

tively, .
‘

■ • 1 Negative resistance obtained from circuit I = 2^000 ohms 

Negative resistance obtained from circuit II » 8600 ohms



EFFECT OF SCRBEI GRID SUPPLY. To TAGE- OI MEQATI7E-HBSISTANGB .

A close examination of Figse Q-y  9 S 10 and 11 shows.- that for the same 

amplitude of oscillation, the negative resistance increases with decrease 

an the screen grid- Supply voltage. ■ Thus ,keeping Eggi E ^ ,  •.

and E^b c o n s t a n t t h e  negative resistance m y  be Varied by varying Eccg „ 

The data thus obtained from circuits I and II has been plotted in Figs6 .12 

and 135 respectivelyo- . ,

■It is noticed from. Figs „■ -Ig. and 13 that the-, shape-of ,curves of nega-» 

tive resistance versus -Eccg obtained is the Same3 but the magnitudes' .of 
negative resistance are different for- the two circuits „■ A close - examina

tion of the Figs, 12 and 13 reveals that lower values of negative, resist 

tance are obtained (with:I o w E gg and E ccg) from circuit I than from 

circuit II, As for example when E^ 3 ^cc'l3 ^ ccgI S CG an^ Egg are h& ks  

O3 IOO3 -11 and 7 Volts3 respectively3 ■

Negative resistance obtained from circuit I « 16000' ohms -.-

.Negative' resistance obtained from circuit II .a 2RgOO ohms ;
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EFFECT OF CONTROL GRID VOLTAGE ON NEGATIVE RESISTANCE 

In Figs6 8 and 9 curves of negative resistance versus Efro have been
o2

drawn* A close examination of Figs* 8 and 9 reveals that with same E
62

and, c c a5 the negative resistance obtained with Eco^ G-I035 volts is 
higher than when is aero volts* Thus the negative resistance obtained 

from the circuit may be changed by varying Ecci* the control grid supply

voltage, while keeping E ^ ,  ^c,, ^bb ^gg constant. The data thus
obtained from circuits I and Il has been plotted in Figs„ lit and I ^ 3 

respectively*

It is noticed from Figs, IR and l£ that with the same the nega

tive resistance obtained from circuit II rises more rapidly with change in 

e Cc1 than ^ a t  obtained from circuit I, This difference as already explain

ed is caused by the suppressor grid d.c* current component flowing through 

the suppressor grid resistance R1 . This reason Is also supported by 

experimental evidence. In Fig, IU5 the negative resistance rises more 
rapidly with E co^ when Eg^ is 7 volts (i,e,5 no suppressor grid current
is flowing) than when it is 11 volts and the suppressor grid current is 
flowing.
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EFFECT OF SUPPRESSOR GRID SUPPLY VOLTAGE OH NEGATIVE RESISTANCE 

In Figs. 16 and 17 .curves have been plotted showing the change in 

negative resistance obtained from, circuits I and IIs respectively^, with 

a change in E ^  . keeping Eggs Eqcg and Ebb constant.

Examination of F ig..16. shows that E. , the d.c, potential applied 

to the suppressor grid, does not affect the values of negative.resistance 

obtained from circuit I, until E cc^ is so large that the suppressor grid 

current ceases to flow, As Ece^ is increased (Ep̂  remaining constant) 

the suppressor grid current decreases. The overall effect is that E_
3

remains almost '■ constant until suppressor grid current ceases to flow, after 

which the shape of the curves obtained from, circuit I resemble those ob

tained from circuit II .(Fig, 17), The.curve of E_ = it volts obtained from, 

circuit I is different in shape from those for higher' amplitudes, showing 

that there is not.enough Suppressor grid current flowing to keep. .Efĉ  con

stant .This shows- that E cc^ in circuit I is not critical, but for obtaining 

low negative resistances with low amplitudes it is essential.-

Fig* 17 shows that if. in circuit II is reduced to aero.,- the 

negative resistance obtained from the circuit will be high.- Usually low 

values of negative resistance are needed and so the suppressor grid must 

be kept at negative d»c. potential with respect to the cathode. The curves 

drawn show that this d.c. voltage applied is not critical but is essential 

for proper operation of the circuit. To obtain low values of negative 

resistance E fjĉ  must be between -Xl to -19 volts.
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DISCUSSION AMD COMPARISOM OF EXPERIMENTAL■AND•THEORETICAL RESULTS 

Figs. 8j Pj) IOj and-11 show the difference between the experimental 
and calculated values of negative resistance.obtained from the two cir- . 

cults. Theojfetically5 the value of negative resistance is calculated as 
follows 8.

(a) For circuit II

Let . # h6|- volts

Ecc118 0 volts • •

' Ec62^ 100 volts

■ E CC3” VbltS

Egg 58 ^  volts

W  21.25 volte

Change in E^_ due to a.c. voltage superimposeds 121,23 to 78.75 volts* 

Corresponding change in E cc^ s *10.25 to »32.23 volts.

From Fig. 2 we read

Corresponding change in screen grid currents 13.9 to 22.1 milli

amperes.

. Thus a change of ls.2.3 volts in screen grid voltage is accompanied by 

a change of -8.2 milliamperes in screen grid current. Therefore$

Equivalent resistance « x IO^ = -3190 ohms

(b) For circuit I

Let Ebbs E gci5 E cc2J E ec^ and Egg be as given above. As previous

ly explained#, there is d.c. component of suppressor grid current flowing 

through the resistance which is to be taken into account.
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let the suppressor grid d.c. current * 8 A  amps

, “ (-11) *• (-8 x  10^&)1Q^ - -19 volts--
• Change in E ccg =-12102^ to 78075 volts ■ -

. . ''̂ s 12,5 volts

Corresponding.change in E c^ = +2.25 to -10*25 volts*

From Fig, 2 • ■ > -

■ Change 'ih screen grid currents tFrdm.16*1 to 22.5 milliamperes

= -6.1 milliamperes '

Equivalent resistance- of the circuit = x IO^
-6.1 ■
*6970 ohms.

From Figs.- 8S S s 10 and 11 it is observed that the calculated’ results 

are close'to experimental results in the region where Egg is 7 volte or 
less. The reason for agreement in -this range is that when -Egg ds: more ' : -

,than'7 voltsa suppressor g r i d :current flows in pulses= ’ The a.c. component 

of this current in circuit I follows' the low impedance path of C ^  B s 

end Bg (Figo 6).. Thus the fundamental component of this -suppressor current 

adds to the screed grid current and lowers the equivalent Mgative resist* 

tanee obtained from the circuit. In the above 'calculations' this current 

is not taken into account.

In'the circuit 11* both d.c, and a . c . 'dompohdhts of suppressor grid - 

current follow the same path through R gs Rg (of bridge dirchit) to the " 

cathode. ' . " • , •'

The experimental,value of negative resistance is calculated from the 

bridge constants on the assumption that the inductance associated, with the



. resistances employed in the bridge is negligible.



■ SUMMARY OF RESULTS AHD COHCLUSiOM 

It has been found thati ■5

(i) The negative resistance obtained from circuit I rises more rapidly

With amplitude of oscillations* keeping Ecg^9 Eog29 E063 and Ebb constant, 
than that obtained from circuit-11« ,

(ii) Comparatively lower values of negative resistance are obtained from 

circuit I at low values of screen grid■supply voltage than those obtained 

from circuit Il*

(ill) The negative resistance obtained from circuit II -rises more rapidly 

with a change in grid bias, keeping Egg* B cc2-, Ecc3 and -Ebb constant, than ' 
that obtained from circuit I a ’ '' -

(iv> To obtain low negative resistance at high amplitude of oscillations., 

the suppressor grid in circuit II must be kept at negative d».ca potential 

with respect, to the cathodewhere in circuit I no suppressor grid voltage 

need be applied as the suppressor grid current flowing automatically puts 

the suppressor grid at negative potential*

One important disadvantage Of circuit I is that due to capacity 0% 
and.' suppressor grid resistance- % ,  triggering action may start if the nega

tive resistance obtained from it is fed to a circuit-of high d,Co resistance. 

But it also has the advantages.listed above -which make this circuit more 

practicale
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APPENDIX

Negative Resistance Bridge? —  The negative resistance bridge circuit 

is shown below.

At a certain instant when the applied audio potential at A is positive 

with respect to C, the current 

will be flowing through as shown.

It applies a positive increment to the 

screen grid potential of the tube, 

thus causing the increment of screen 

grid current to flow opposite to the 

voltage increment. This screen grid current is indicated by ig through 

R a, assuming the detector to have infinite impedance. The current i^ has 

the frequency of the audio oscillator. Hence, there will be currents 

through Rg and R^ which will result in no audio voltage across the detector 

when R8 is set at the proper value. At balancei

ilR3 e 3̂ rS

Taking potential drops through the closed loop 

(il + igXRg * i2̂**r + Rs) " 0 
I2 ( &  » U R 2 + I2R a - I 2T

r - Rs (I + |2) + R2

7. F. E. Terman, "Measurements in Radio Engineering", McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
Inc., New York, 1935, pp 73-78.
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